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Abstract In this paper, we present a new method for

structure determination of flexible ‘‘random-coil’’ peptides.

A numerical method is described, where the experimentally

measured 3JHNHa
and 3JHaNiþ1

couplings, which depend on the

/ and w dihedral angles, are analyzed jointly with the

information from a coil-library through a maximum entropy

approach. The coil-library is the distribution of dihedral

angles found outside the elements of the secondary structure

in the high-resolution protein structures. The method results

in residue specific joint /,w-distribution functions, which are

in agreement with the experimental J-couplings and mini-

mally committal to the information in the coil-library. The

22-residue human peptide hormone motilin, uniformly 15N-

labeled was studied. The 3JHaNiþ1

were measured from the

E.COSY pattern in the sequential NOESY cross-peaks. By

employing homodecoupling and an in-phase/anti-phase

filter, sharp Ha-resonances (about 5 Hz) were obtained en-

abling accurate determination of the coupling with minimal

spectral overlap. Clear trends in the resulting /,w-distribu-

tion functions along the sequence are observed, with a nas-

cent helical structure in the central part of the peptide and

more extended conformations of the receptor binding

N-terminus as the most prominent characteristics. From the

/,w-distribution functions, the contribution from each resi-

due to the thermodynamic entropy, i.e., the segmental

entropies, are calculated and compared to segmental entro-

pies estimated from 15N-relaxation data. Remarkable

agreement between the relaxation and J-couplings based

methods is found. Residues belonging to the nascent helix

and the C-terminus show segmental entropies, of approxi-

mately –20 J K–1 mol–1 and –12 J K–1 mol–1, respectively,

in both series. The agreement between the two estimates of the

segmental entropy, the agreement with the observed

J-couplings, the agreement with the CD experiments, and the

assignment of population to sterically allowed conforma-

tions show that the /,w-distribution functions are indeed

meaningful and useful descriptions of the conformational

preferences for each residue in this flexible peptide.
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Abbreviations

SDS-PAGE Sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel

electrophoresis

IMAC Immobilized metal ion affinity

chromatography

TFA Trifluoroacetic acid

SPE Solid phase extraction

NMR Nuclear magnetic resonance
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ME Maximum entropy

HSQC Heteronuclear single quantum correlation

spectroscopy

TOCSY Total correlation spectroscopy

NOESY Nuclear Overhauser enhancement

spectroscopy

CD Circlular dichroism

PMSF Phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride

IPTG Isopropyl ß-D-thiogalactopyranoside

YUH Yeast ubiquitin hydrolase

IPAP In-phase/anti-phase

SMT-model Swindell, MacArthur, and Thornton model

RDCs Residual dipolar couplings

Introduction

The occurrence of unstructured polypeptides, especially

polypeptide hormones, has been recognized for many years

(Boesch et al. 1978; Daniels et al. 1978). There is no doubt

nowadays that many unstructured polypeptides have well-

defined biological functions. It is becoming increasingly

clear that many functionally important protein segments

occur outside globular domains (Dunker et al. 2002).

Unstructured polypeptides play an important role in the

regulation of transcription and translation, cellular signal

transduction, the storage of small molecules, and regulation

of self-assembly of large multiprotein complexes (Dunker

et al. 2002; Tompa 2002; Uversky 2002; Wright and

Dyson 1999). Non-globular segments of proteins act as

sorting signals, mediate the post-translational modification

processes such as proteolysis and phosphorylation (Linding

et al. 2003). Moreover, unstructured polypeptides are

related to DNA/RNA–protein interactions, they also func-

tion as protein ligands, inhibitors and scavengers (Eker

et al. 2004). The structural characterization of the disor-

dered polypeptides is important for understanding the

protein function, folding pathways, receptor binding, and

aggregation processes (Schweers et al. 1994). The amount

of currently available information about the nature of the

structure of the disordered polypeptides is limited, as they

remain beyond the reach of classical structural biology.

Crystal structure analysis cannot provide information on

unstructured states. Crystallography can only indicate the

presence of unstructured regions through the absence of

electron density in local regions (Dyson and Wright 2005).

The unstructured state of flexible polypeptides is studied by

many spectroscopic techniques. They include circular

dichorism (CD) spectroscopy (Dukor and Keiderling

1991), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (Sosnick

and Trewhella 1992), fluorescence energy transfer (Buckler

et al. 1995), Tryptophan fluorescence transfer (Swamina-

than et al. 1994), Nuclear magnetic resonance spectros-

copy (NMR) (Shortle 1996; Wüthrich 1994), IR vibrational

CD (Shi et al. 2002). Random-coil dimensions have also

been described by NMR diffusion studies (Danielsson

et al. 2002).

Flexible polypeptides are generally categorized as a

‘‘random-coil’’ structural state. The concept of a random-

coil in statistical mechanics is a polymer where all the

degrees of freedom are used in the conformational space,

and there is no conformational restriction along the poly-

peptide chain (Smith et al. 1996b). For a peptide that

corresponds to a situation where the population of different

conformations of each amino acid residue is determined

solely by the intrinsic preferences of the amino acid. The

conformation of sequential neighbors in a random coil

should be independent. Many pieces of evidence suggest

that the ‘‘random-coil’’ polypeptides might not have

completely random structure, and that there are some

overall conformational preferences (Bochicchio and Tam-

burro 2002). Several different views on those conforma-

tional preferences have been put forward. Some claim that

the flexible polypeptides may resemble the left handed

31-helix, also known as polyproline II conformation (PPII)

(Bochicchio and Tamburro 2002; Rath et al. 2005). Re-

cently, an analysis of NMR-data from short peptides using

time-averaged restraints indicated that the preference for

PPII conformation may be much less pronounced (Mak-

owska et al. 2006). Residual dipolar coupling (RDCs) from

denatured D131D staphylococcal nuclease display similar-

ity to RDCs of native D131D. This was interpreted as a

preservation of native-like topology in denatured D131D
(Shortle and Ackerman 2001). Mohana-Borges et al.

(2004) put forward a quite different explanation for the

RDCs in denatured apomyoglobin and denatured D131D,

which relates the RDCs to interactions between stretches of

residues with the alignment media. A third explanation for

the RDCs in denatured proteins has been provided by

ensembles of structures generated from a coil library (Jha

et al. 2005a; Bernadó et al. 2005). In this model, the dis-

tributions of dihedral angles of the 20 common amino acids

observed in coil-regions of high resolution crystal struc-

tures are considered to be representative of the preferences

of the 20 different residue types in flexible peptides. This

model was first put forward by Swindells et al. (1995), and

will be referred to as the SMT-model throughout this

article. The SMT-model, and more sophisticated coil-

library modeling approaches, where chemical nature and

conformational preferences of adjacent residues are

accounted for, have shown promising explanatory power

for the residue specific average 3JHNHa
-couplings (Serrano

1995; Smith et al. 1996a; Avbelj and Baldwin 2003),
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nearest neighbor effects (Griffiths-Jones et al. 1998), and

RDCs for chemically denatured proteins (Jha et al.

2005a; Bernadó et al. 2005). Coil-library modeling ap-

pears as the leading idea for the understanding of flexi-

ble peptides today.

The conformational ensemble depends on conditions

such as solvent composition, temperature and salt. Such

changes in the conformational ensemble when changing

the conditions are not explained by coil-library modeling in

its current form. For example the coil-library model put

forward by Jha et al. (2005b) explain the RDCs in urea

denatured apo myoglobin fairly well while the same model

show less promising agreement for the RDCs observed in

the acid denatured form. An approach where the confor-

mational ensemble can be described for a particular set of

conditions is desirable.

The aim of this study is to further the insight into the

local conformations of the residues in flexible peptides by

analyzing homo and heteronuclear J-couplings which are

obtained under a certain set of experimental conditions.

The J-couplings are analyzed in a novel way together with

the information from a coil-library. Residue specific joint /
,w-distribution functions are assigned for each residue in

the polypeptide through a maximum entropy (ME) analysis

(Jaynes 1963). The Shannon’s entropy is defined relative to

the / and w dihedral angle distributions obtained from the

coil library. Thereby the background information from the

coil library is incorporated. The natural goal is to apply

the outlined approach to a test case and scrutinize the

results from the suggested analysis. The human pep-

tide hormone motilin, with 22 residues, is studied as

the test case. The success of the approach is judged

from three independent criteria. First, the residue specific

joint /,w-distribution functions are in exact agreement

with the observed J-couplings. Second, it is checked

that the resulting joint /,w-distributions assign the popu-

lation to sterically allowed conformations. Third, the

/,w-distribution functions explain the CD-spectrum of

the peptide.

In addition to the structural insight provided by the /,w-

distribution functions their usefulness is exemplified by

calculating the contribution to the conformational entropy

from each fragment, i.e., the segmental entropy. Those

segmental entropies are compared to segmental entropies

evaluated from 15N-relaxation data according to a pub-

lished protocol (Yang and Kay 1996).

Theory

In a flexible peptide the conformation of a molecule

changes constantly mainly through rotation around

chemical bonds, i.e., changing dihedral angles. A

time-independent ensemble of conformations describes the

conformational preferences at thermal equilibrium. Each

dihedral angle, h, populates values according to a distri-

bution, q(h). The J-couplings and the dihedral angles are

interconnected via the well-known Karplus relation

(Karplus 1959), J(h). In a flexible peptide the observed

couplings corresponds to ensemble averages

hJi ¼
Z

J hð Þ � q hð Þ dh: ð1Þ

When q(h) is known it is straightforward to evaluate the

ensemble average. The inverse problem, to find q(h) from

the observed J-coupling is an ill-posed problem because

many different distributions fit the observed J-coupling

equally well. Such ill-posed problems may be approached

by employing the maximum entropy principle. The prin-

ciple of maximum entropy stipulates that one should select

the distribution that leaves the largest uncertainty of the

distributions that are consistent with the observations

(Stigler 1982). By selecting the distribution which is the

most uncertain, over interpretation of the data is avoided

since only as little information as necessary is inferred. The

distribution, which maximizes the entropy while being

consistent with the observations, is put forward as the new

leading hypothesis. The Shannon entropy is used as a

quantitative measure of the uncertainty. The Shannon en-

tropy, S, of a dihedral angles distribution is given by Eq. 2

S ¼ �
Z

q hð Þln q hð Þ
P hð Þ dh; ð2Þ

where q(h) is the distribution function. The term P(h) is the

so-called prior. It is the probability the investigator assigns

to different values of h before considering the experimental

observations. Originally, the prior was introduced to avoid

the mathematical invariance problem when continuous

distributions were considered. If nothing is known about

the distribution, equal probability should be assigned to all

dihedral angles, i.e., a flat prior should be assigned where

P(h) equals a constant for all h. However, for the / and

w-dihedral angles it is very well-established that certain

combinations of / and w are more populated than others.

In addition, the preference for gauche or trans over eclipsed

conformations is widely accepted. Crystal structures of

proteins distinguish allowable / and w angles in certain

allowed regions in the Ramachandran map, while other

regions are totally disallowed (Lovell et al. 2003;

Ramachandran and Sasisekharan 1968). It appears

reasonable to assign higher probability to such allowed

regions. When analyzing two dihedral angles for which

information exist about their interdependence it is

beneficial to analyze the two angles jointly. For the /
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and w angles in peptides, useful information about the

interdependence of the two angles exists. The Shannon

entropy for q(/,w) is given by:

S ¼ �
ZZ

qð/;wÞ ln
qð/;wÞ
Pð/;wÞ d/dw: ð3Þ

In this paper the SMT-model is used to generate an ‘‘off

the shelf’’ prior, P(/,w), for non-globular peptides. The

Shannon entropy is used as a tool for ranking all possible

distributions according to how unexpected they were be-

fore considering the experimental data. The least unex-

pected q(/,w) corresponds to the highest Shannon entropy

while all other distributions have lower Shannon entropy.

The purpose of defining the Shannon entropy was to

reach a situation where the dihedral angle distribution

could be estimated from sparse J-couplings data as a

pseudo inverse of Eq. 1. Of all distribution functions which

correspond to an ensemble averaged J-coupling identical to

the observation the one which maximize Eq. 3 is selected.

Thereby the least unexpected distribution function which is

consistent with the observed J-couplings is selected.

The standard procedure for the optimization of the en-

tropy under equality constraints is the Lagrange method

(Adams 1990). In this procedure, one Lagrange multipli-

cator per constraint is introduced. Thereby, it is possible to

derive the closed form expression for the distribution

function, q(/,w), which is consistent with the experimental

observations and maximizes the Shannon entropy. In the

current work 3JHaNiþ1ðwÞ and 3JHNHað/Þ constitute the

experimental constraints. The same principle could be used

for other ensemble averaged experimental observation like

other J-couplings or distances etc.

The explicit derivation of qð/;wÞ when 3JHaNiþ1ðwÞ and
3JHNHað/Þ are the experimental constraints is given in the

appendix. The derivation results in Eq. 4

qð/;wjk0; k1; k2Þ ¼ Pð/;wÞexpðk0 þ k1
3JHNHað/Þ

þ k2
3JHaNiþ1ðwÞÞ

: ð4Þ

The parameterization of Wang and Bax (1995, 1996)

was used for the Karplus curves, i.e., 3JHNHað/Þ ¼
6:98 � cosð/� p=3Þ2 � 1:38 � cosð/� p=3Þ þ 1:72; and
3JHaNiþ1ðwÞ ¼ �0:88 � cos ðw� 2p=3Þ2 þ 0:61 � cos ðw�
2p=3Þ � 0:27:

The values of the Lagrange multiplicator, k, are deter-

mined by varying them until the J-couplings calculated

from the distribution agree with the observed couplings

simultaneously as a normalized distribution is obtained.

The values of the ks consequently depend on the obser-

vations. The distribution function that is obtained by

evaluating Eq. 4 using the correct k-values is identified as a

posterior distribution obtained from the prior after con-

sidering the observations, cf. Bayes theorem (Stigler 1982).

Hereafter the distribution function that optimizes the

Shannon entropy while being consistent with the observa-

tions is referred to as the posterior.

Materials and methods

Expression and purification of 15N-labeled motilin

Motilin was expressed as a fusion protein to his-tagged

ubiquitin. The expression vector for the His10-ubiquitin-

motilin fusion protein was constructed in the similar way as

described earlier (Kohno et al. 1998) by using chemically

synthesized oligonucleotide encoding motilin and trans-

ferred to E. coli BL21(DE3). Large-scale uniform 15N

labeling was carried out as a fed-batch culture (Paalme

et al. 1990) by feeding the cells with glycerol and 15NH4Cl

in 0.8 l M9 salts medium at 30�C in an Applikon 2l fer-

menter equipped with computer control. When

A600 nm = 13 was reached the induction of the recombinant

protein synthesis was initiated by adding isopropyl-b-D-

thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) to a final concentration of

0.5 mM. To avoid overfeeding with glycerol the algorithm

of adaptastat (Tomson et al. 2006) was applied after the

addition of IPTG. Biomass was harvested at A600 nm = 18

after 4 h of induction and the cell paste frozen at –70�C

until use. The biomass was resuspended in 3–4 volumes of

50 mM Tris, 0.1 M NaCl buffer, pH 8.0 (buffer A) con-

taining 0.5 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF) and

disrupted three times with a French press at 300 atm and

0�C. Cell debris was removed by centrifugation at 25,000g

for 30 min at 4�C and the cell lysate was used for further

protein purification. Cell lysates were applied to a 5 ml

immobilized Ni2+ affinity column (Chelating Sepharose

Fast Flow, GE Healthcare Life Sciences) equilibrated with

buffer A. Column was washed with 50 ml of buffer A, then

with 50 ml of buffer A containing 20 mM imidazole and

adsorbed proteins were subsequently eluted with buffer A

containing 250 mM imidazole. Fractions were analyzed for

protein by SDS PAGE (sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacry-

lammide gel electrophoresis). Fusion protein-containing

fractions were pooled and used for enzymatic cleavage of

motilin from His10-ubiquitin-motilin fusion protein by

recombinant yeast ubiquitin hydrolase (YUH) (Kohno

et al. 1998). YUH was expressed in E. coli BL21(DE3) and

purified by immobilized Ni2+ metal affinity chromatogra-

phy (IMAC) as described above (except that buffer A

contained 1 mM b-mercaptoethanol). Cleavage conditions

were determined experimentally for each batch and usually

3 h of incubation of 4 mg/ml substrate and 0.1 mg/ml

enzyme at 37�C were sufficient for complete cleavage of
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motilin from the fusion protein. After the enzymatic

cleavage, the pH of the reaction mixture was adjusted to

3.5 using 50% (v/v) trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), the mixture

was centrifuged at 25,000g 4�C 20 min and the supernatant

further purified using HPLC. The acidified reaction mixture

was applied to OASIS HLB Vac RC solid phase extraction

(SPE) cartridge (10 lm, 19 · 250 mm; Waters) and the

motilin containing fraction eluted with a solution of 40%

(v/v) methanol and 40% (v/v) acetonitrile in water. The

eluent was diluted by adding two volumes of 0.1% (w/v)

TFA in water and motilin was purified by reversed-phase

HPLC via an XTerra Prep MS C18 OBD column (Waters)

with solvents A (0.1% (w/v) TFA in water), B (0.1% TFA

in methanol) and C (0.1% TFA in acetonitrile). The elution

was carried out at 3 ml/min with linear gradient from 12%

(v/v) to 34 % of both B and C over 60 min, with simul-

taneous monitoring of absorbance at 280 nm, and molec-

ular ion masses from 400 to 2,000 amu via post-column

splitter 1:30. Motilin was identified according to the

characteristic mass spectrum containing 4+, 3+ and 2+

ions, collected and lyophilized.

NMR-spectroscopy

The experiments were performed at 298 K using Varian

INOVA spectrometers operating at 600 and 800 MHz

proton resonance frequency. The 3JHaNiþ1

couplings were

measured from the E.COSY pattern observed for the

sequential Ha to Ni+1 cross-peaks in NOESY spectra. To

obtain the sharpest possible signals in the Ha dimension the

t1 evolution time was modified to include a homodecou-

pling element displayed in Fig. 1.

In the middle of the t1 time, a band-selective inversion

pulse [a 7.7 ms long adiabatic hyperbolic secant pulse

(Silver et al. 1984)], which was designed to invert the Hb

and HN protons without perturbing the Ha resonances se-

verely, was applied. To compensate for chemical shift

evolution and Bloch-Siegert shift during the band-selective

pulse the t1 time is preceded by an identical band-selective

pulse followed by a hard refocusing pulse. The gradient

pulses purges magnetization, which is refocused by the

band-selective inversion pulse. The overlap was reduced

further by introducing an in-phase/anti-phase filter in be-

tween the 90� read pulse, following the mixing time, and

the 3-9-19 solvent suppression element (Sklenar et al.

1993) in the NOESY sequence. The in-phase/anti-phase

filter is displayed in Fig. 2. Two data sets were acquired

using either the filter element a or b, where the a element

gives in-phase doublets and the b element gives anti-phase

doublets. By displaying the sum and the difference between

the a and b data sets two subspectra are obtained which

contain either the right or the left component of the doublet

due to the 92 Hz one-bond coupling between the HN and
15N. Alternatively, a spin-state selective filter could have

been used. The phase of the 90� read pulse after the mixing

time was shifted 90� when employing filter element b.

The relaxation rates were measured using HSQC-style

inverse detected pulse sequences employing sensitivity

enhancement (Farrow et al. 1994). The transverse relaxation

rates were measured employing a spin-lock (i.e. R1q) with

1.5 kHz spin-lock field strength. Eight different relaxation

1H

G

t1/2 t1/2

Fig. 1 The homodecoupling element that substitutes the regular

evolution time, t1, in the NOESY and TOCSY experiments is

displayed. For the low intensity shaped 1H pulses, hyperbolic secant

inversion pulses of 7.7 ms which invert HN and Hb while leaving Ha

resonances relatively unperturbed. The square pulse between the two

shaped pulses is a 180� pulse used for refocusing. The gradient pairs,

with opposite polarity surrounding the shaped pulses purges

magnetization that is refocused by the shaped pulses. The gradient

pulses were 200 ls and intensities of plus or minus approximately

3 Gauss/cm for the first pair and approximately 5 Gauss/cm for the

second pair

1H

15 N

G

1/4 J
1/4 J

1/4 J
1/4 J

a b

Fig. 2 In the in-phase/anti-phase filter employed here either the in-

phase character of the doublet is preserved through the incorporation

of the element a displayed to the left or the in-phase character of the

doublet is changed into an anti phase doublet through the

incorporation of the element b displayed to the right. All radio

frequency pulses are 180� pulses and the gradient pulses purge

magnetization that is not refocused by the 1H refocusing pulse. The J

coupling was set to 92 Hz when calculating the duration of the delay
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delays were sampled ranging from 10 ms to 250 ms. For

the measurement of the longitudinal auto relaxation rates

seven different relaxation delays were sampled ranging

from 10 ms to 1 s. The nuclear Overhauser enhancements

from the protons to the nitrogen atoms were estimated from

the ratio between the steady state 15N intensities, observed

when the protons were saturated for 5 s and the equilibrium

magnetization, observed with 10 s recovery delays between

the experiments. The spectra were Fourier transformed,

baseline corrected and quantified within vnmr program. The

relaxation rates were fitted using Mathematica (Wolfram

1991). For each residue, two correlation times and one

order-parameter was fitted to the three relaxation rates, using

an effective NH-distance of 1.02 Å and an effective 15N

CSA of –169 ppm (Damberg et al. 2005). The median of the

long correlation time was used as the global correlation time

when one internal correlation time and one order-parameter

was fitted for each residue.

Formulating the priors from the SMT-model

The priors were formulated from a maximum entropy

analysis of the precompiled coil-library described in detail

in Fitzkee et al. (2005) which was downloaded in Sep-

tember 2004, with the criteria less than 20% sequence

identity, refinement factor better than 0.25 and resolution

better than 1.6 Å, i.e., 1.5 Å or better.

The dihedral angles of the segments were cleared from

the context entries and residues with either the preceding or

succeeding peptide plane in the cis configuration were

removed. The data in the remaining coil-library was

reformatted to 20 lists with the / and w angles for each

residue type. Those lists were analyzed employing maxi-

mum entropy formalism similar to the approach used in

(Rowicka and Otwinowski 2004).

For each of the 20 residue types the average trigono-

metric moments were calculated according to the following

equations:

mkl
cc ¼

1

N

XN

i¼1

cos k/ið Þ cos lwið Þ

mkl
cs ¼

1

N

XN

i¼1

cos k/ið Þ sin lwið Þ

mkl
sc ¼

1

N

XN

i¼1

sin k/ið Þ cos lwið Þ

mkl
ss ¼

1

N

XN

i¼1

sin k/ið Þ sin lwið Þ

ð5Þ

Here N is the number of occurrences of a certain residue

type in the coil-library and the indices k and l run from zero

or one to five. In principle, any number of trigonometric

moments is possible to calculate. However, for higher

trigonometric moments, where k or l are large, the uncer-

tainty makes the information content negligible. Attempts

using more trigonometric moments, with indices k and 1 up

to 15 made no improvements. The 20 maximum entropy

distributions, relative to flat priors that are consistent with

the trigonometric moments were obtained by the method

employing one Lagrange multiplicator per trigonometric

moment, which results in the expression for the distribution

function:

P /;wð Þ ¼ exp

P5
k¼0

P5
l¼0

kkl
cc cos k/ð Þ cos lwð Þ

þ
P5
k¼0

P5
l¼1

kkl
cs cos k/ð Þ sin lwð Þ

þ
P5
k¼1

P5
l¼0

kkl
sc sin k/ð Þ cos lwð Þ

þ
P5
k¼1

P5
l¼1

kkl
ss sin k/ð Þ sin lwð Þ

2
66666666666664

3
77777777777775

: ð6Þ

In all calculations P(/,w) was digitalized on a grid of

128 · 128 points giving a angular resolution of better than

3� per point (360�/128). The Lagrange multiplicators, k,

were found by a randomized search, starting from zero,

which was stopped when the sum of squared errors (SoS)

between the trigonometric moments calculated from the

coil library and those calculated from P(/,w) was smaller

than 0.06. This is slightly lower than what is expected due

to uncertainty in the trigonometric moments calculated

from the coil-library. The expected value for the SoS due to

the limited size of the coil-library was calculated as:

SoS � 1

N

X
k

X
l

Var cos k/ið Þcos lwið Þ½ �

þ 1

N

X
k

X
l

Var cos k/ið Þsin lwið Þ½ �

þ 1

N

X
k

X
l

Var sin k/ið Þcos lwið Þ½ �

þ 1

N

X
k

X
l

Var cos k/ið Þsin lwið Þ½ �:

ð7Þ

Here the Variances (Var) of trigonometric moment for

the N entries in the /,w-lists are used to calculate the ex-

pected uncertainty in the average trigonometric moments

according to the central limit theorem.
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Results

J-couplings

The heteronuclear coupling 3JHaNiþ1

; which reports on the

w-angle, was measured from the E.COSY pattern observed

in the NOESY spectrum from 15N-enriched peptide. It

proved to be very beneficial to collapse the splittings of the

a-proton resonances due to couplings with the amide and

b-protons by the homodecoupling element described in the

materials and methods section. Thereby, the line widths

were reduced to approximately 5 Hz, making the deter-

mination of the peak position more precise as well as

reducing overlap. The overlap was further reduced by

applying the in-phase/anti-phase technique (IPAP), where

two subspectra are obtained with 50% of the peaks in each

subspectrum. An overlay of a small part of the two IPAP-

NOESY subspectra, where the homo decoupling element

was employed is shown in Fig. 3. The J-couplings between

a-proton and the backbone 15N of the succeeding residue

are measured from the displacement of the Ha-resonance in

the two subspectra. The heteronuclear coupling 3JHaNiþ1

which reports on the w angle, could be measured for 15

residues of motilin polypeptide from the IPAP-NOESY.

The precision of the measurements was estimated from the

root mean square deviation (rmsd) between the IPAP-

NOESY measurements and a non-IPAP predecessor. The

RMSD of 0.044 Hz indicates that the variations along the

sequence must be caused by other factors than random

noise.

The 3JHNHa
couplings were measured from the splittings

in one-dimensional traces of TROSY-HSQC (Pervushin

et al. 1997). Signals from the backbone amide protons of

residues which where overlapping in the TROSY-HSQC

spectrum could be resolved in a homo-decoupled TOCSY

experiment. The correlation coefficient between the cou-

plings extracted from the TOCSY and TROSY is 0.99. The

rmsd between the two data-sets is 0.12 Hz, indicating an

uncertainty of 0.083 Hz in the average of the two.

The resonances from the amide protons of both glycine

residues display triplet like patterns, because of couplings

to the two Ha spins. The average of the two couplings was

estimated from the outer components of the triplet. For 14

residues, both the homo and the heteronuclear couplings

were measured successfully. For six of the residues, only

one of the couplings could be measured. The measured

J-couplings are compared to the predictions from the SMT-

model in Fig. 4.

There is a noticeable offset between the predictions and

the measurements, but locally there is significant correla-

tion. The statistical verification of the local correlation is

Fig. 3 Overlay of the same parts of the two subspectra (red and blue)

from the IPAP-NOESY spectrum, employing homodecoupling in the

Ha-dimension (F1). The E.COSY principle was utilized to measure

the 3JHaNiþ1

couplings. The difference between the resonance

frequencies in the Ha-dimension of the two sequential cross-peaks

corresponds to the coupling between the a proton and the 15N atom of

the succeeding residue. The difference between the doublet peaks in

the amide proton dimension (F2) corresponds to the N–H coupling,

which is 92 Hz

Fig. 4 Comparison between experimentally determined J-couplings

(filled symbols) and the predictions from the SMT-model (open

symbols)
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obtained by considering sequential neighbors. The differ-

ence between the J-coupling observed for one residue and

the J-coupling observed for the neighbor towards the

C-terminus can be either positive or negative. For the

homonuclear coupling, the SMT-model predicts the sign of

the difference between sequential neighbors correctly for

12 pairs out of 18. For the heteronuclear coupling, the

SMT-model correctly predicts the sign of the difference for

11 pairs out of 15. The SMT-model predicts the sign of the

difference correct for 23 out of 32 pairs. In the absence of

predictive power, the success for the sign prediction would

follow a binomial distribution where the chance for 23 or

more successes out of 32 is less than a percent. The SMT-

model appears to have a certain predictive power although

the model is not capable of predicting the couplings to

within errors. In the central part of the sequence, the

SMT-model predicts systematically to high homonuclear

couplings (Fig. 4a). The smaller experimental couplings

are consistent with a higher population of /-angles corre-

sponding to smaller couplings than stipulated by the

SMT-model. Such small homonuclear couplings are found

in a-helices where the /-angle is close to –60�. The

experimentally determined heteronuclear couplings show

more negative numerical values in the central part than

predicted by the SMT-model (Fig. 4b). Consequently,

w-angles corresponding to the more negative couplings are

populated more than stipulated by the SMT-model. Such

couplings correspond to negative w-angles as found in

a-helices. The maximum entropy approach provides a way

to modulate the SMT-model to obtain updated dihedral

angle distributions which are consistent with the experi-

mental J-couplings.

Reconstruction of /,w-distribution functions

The posterior, q(/,w), for each residue was calculated from

the experimental data according to Eq. 3. Residues where

only one of the coupling constants is available were treated

by setting the Lagrange multiplicator associated with the

other coupling to zero. Figure 5 shows the posteriors for

the 20 analyzed residues, out of the 22 residues in the

motilin polypeptide.

The population is assigned to the allowed Ramachan-

dran regions in the posteriors. The very good

Ramachandran statistics is a consequence of the use of the

SMT-model to formulate a prior. If the information from

the SMT-model is suppressed by using a flat prior more

than 60% of the population is assigned to the non-allowed

regions according to the definitions of Lovell et al. (2003).

Structural trends can be seen directly from posteriors

shown in Fig. 5. The N-terminal residues show mainly

extended conformations where V2 has a high b-strand

propensity with some tendency toward PPII conformation,

P3 and I4 has high PPII secondary structure. Residues F5,

T6 both show increased population of negative w angles.

The central part (Y7 to E17), with the exception of G8, is a

nascent a-helix in equilibrium with PPII conformation, and

the C-terminal (R18, N19, K20, G21) shows a high prob-

ability of having left-handed helix structure.

Circular dichroism

The CD-spectrum of motilin (Fig. 6) under the same con-

ditions display two negative features around 205 nm and

around 222 nm and a positive band below 196 nm.

The CD-spectrum of motilin is different from the CD-

spectrum of so-called random-coil peptides. The positions

of the minima and the maximum indicate the presence of

a-helical secondary structure in motilin. The intensity is

too low for a fully developed a-helix. Any fully developed

secondary structure can be excluded. The CD-spectrum is

very similar to a linear combination of the standard CD-

spectra a-helix (32%), left-handed 31 helix (31%) and

random-coil (37%), with a normalization coefficient of

0.25 to account for the lower intensity of the experimental

CD-spectrum. This interpretation of the CD-spectrum is

compatible with the posterior distribution functions where

the central part of the peptide appears to form a nascent

a-helix in equilibrium with a left-handed 31 helix, and parts

of the peptide appears similar to a so-called random-coil.

Segmental entropies

Joint / and w distributions allow for many types of anal-

ysis. A potential of mean force may be formulated and

under the assumption that the conformation of the residues

fluctuates independently it is possible to estimate the con-

tribution to conformational entropy from the segment, i.e.,

the segmental entropy, Sp. The segmental entropy was

calculated using Eq. 8

DSp ¼ �R

ZZ
qð/;wÞ ln

qð/;wÞ
qð/;wÞh i d/dw: ð8Þ

Here DSp is the entropy difference relative to a flat distri-

bution and R is the general gas constant. By taking the

natural logarithm of the ratio between the probability

density and the ensemble average of the probability den-

sity, hqð/;wÞi, the invariance problem is under control,

i.e., the same segmental entropy results independent of the

choice of units for the angles. The results are compared to

DSp-values for the priors from the coil-library, calculated

using the same formula, in Fig. 7.

The segmental entropy for the proline residue was found

to be lowest of all residues, whereas the two glycine resi-

dues display higher segmental entropies. This relation
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V2 I4 F5

T6 Y7 G8 E9

L10 Q11 R12 M13

Q14 E15 K16 E17

R18 N19 K20 G21

P3

Fig. 5 Ramachandran plots of the posteriors of 20 out of 22 residue of motilin polypeptide. The horizontal and the vertical axis represent the /
and w angles, respectively, each axis ranges from –180� to +180�. Each of the 10 colors represents 10% of the population
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between the segmental entropy and different residue types

in the posteriors is inherited from the priors. In the central

part of the peptide, which appears to be a nascent helix, the

segmental entropies are systematically overestimated from

the SMT model. For the stretch of 10 residues with helical

propensities, the entropic contribution to free energy from

the freedom in the dihedral angles is underestimated by

approximately 8 kJ if estimated from SMT model.

In addition to the approach to segmental entropies

suggested here, a different NMR-approach to segmental

entropies exists. In that approach (Yang and Kay 1996)

NMR relaxation rates of the 15N-nuclei along the backbone

are measured and interpreted according to the Lipari–

Szabo model (Lipari and Szabo 1982), which provides

squared generalized order-parameters. In the subsequent

step, a simplistic parametric model is used that connects

the order-parameter with an orientational distribution

function of the NH-bond in some molecular frame. Seg-

mental entropies are calculated from the orientational dis-

tribution functions for the NH-bond vectors along the

backbone. In order to compare the segmental entropies

from the maximum entropy analysis of the J-couplings to

the segmental entropies estimated from order-parameters

the R1, R2 and heteronuclear NOE of the backbone 15N-

nuclei were measured. The Lipari–Szabo model was fitted

to the 15N-relaxation data using a rotational correlation

time of 2.58 ns, which was the median value of the long

correlation time when individual Lipari–Szabo models

were fitted to each site. The squared generalized order-

parameters are around 0.55 for the central residues and

decrease towards both the N and C-termini. The order-

parameters were interpreted using the wobbling in a cone-

model for which the entropy difference relative to a uni-

form orientational distribution function is given by Eq. 9

DSrelax
p ¼ R ln p 3�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ 8 SLZ

p� �h i
� R ln 4p½ �: ð9Þ

Here SLZ is the Lipari–Szabo type generalized order-

parameter for the NH-bond (i.e., not S2
LZ). Due to spectral

overlap (M13, Q14, E17 and K20) or absence of HSQC

cross-peak (F1 and P3) relaxation rates, order-parameters

and DSp
relax were successfully estimated for 16 out of the 22

residues in motilin. The general agreement (Fig. 8) be-

tween the two estimates is good. In both series, the central

residues display segmental entropies around –20 J K mol–1

and the segmental entropies increase for both the termini.

Discussion

General

The reconstruction of the joint / and w distribution func-

tions from limited data is an intrinsically ill-posed problem

with more free parameters than observations. In the current

work the problem is regularized by supplying an additional

criterion. All possible dihedral angle distributions are
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Fig. 7 Segmental entropies relative to a flat distribution estimated

either from the posteriors from the ME-analysis of the J-couplings

(circles) or from the priors from the coil-library (squares)
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15N-relaxation data (crosses). The entropic contribution to the free-
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ranked such that more unexpected distributions are given a

lower rank before/without considering the experimental

data. When the experimental data becomes available, the

distribution that has the highest ranking, i.e., the least

unexpected, of the distributions that are consistent with the

experimental data is selected and put forward as the pos-

terior distribution, which is a new leading hypothesis. The

Shannon entropy which is defined relative to an a priori

assignment of the probability for different combinations of

/ and w, i.e., the prior, is used as the tool to rank the

distributions. Mathematically the selection of the ME-dis-

tribution is equivalent to modulating the prior by an

exponential function with the scaled Karplus relations in

the exponent (Eq. 4). As the modulating functions are

smooth and flat the positions and shapes of the humps are

not changed very much while the probability of each part is

adjusted. By comparing the posteriors (Fig. 5) and the

priors (Fig. 1S) it obvious that the ME-approach mainly

modulates the relative populations of the local maxima.

The SMT-model for the dihedral angle distributions in

so-called random-coil peptides is used to formulate the

prior. If the expectation expressed by the prior is similar to

the true distribution only a few observations should be

needed to obtain meaningful posterior distribution.

In the current work a joint /,w-distribution function for

each residue in the motilin peptide have been assigned by

the ME-approach with an informative prior. The posteriors

assign the population to sterically possible conformations

and describe the motilin structural ensemble better than the

SMT-model. The J-couplings, which were used as con-

straints, are in perfect agreement with the posteriors, while

the SMT-model fails to explain the J-couplings.

The observed CD-spectrum appears as a linear combi-

nation of the literature a-helix and ‘‘random-coil’’ or left-

handed 31-helical CD-spectra. Such a linear combination is

consistent with the posteriors, while if motilin would obey

the SMT-model the CD-spectrum would resemble the lit-

erature ‘‘random-coil’’ spectrum. Furthermore, the seg-

mental entropies calculated from the posteriors give a

consistent picture together with the segmental entropies

calculated from the 15N-relaxation rates. Taken together,

the J-couplings, CD-spectrum, segmental entropies and the

Ramachandran statistics indicate that the posteriors are

meaningful descriptions of the dihedral angle preferences

in motilin.

Why Shannon entropy?

Equation 1 cannot be formally inverted. The problem of

finding q (h) from the J-couplings is an ill-posed problem.

In many cases it is meaningful to suggest a leading

hypothesis for the distribution. Such a leading hypothesis

has a value since it is testable and describes a current state

of knowledge. The leading hypothesis about q(/,w) should

be consistent with the experimental observations. In many

cases, additional information exists that enables an expe-

rienced investigator to classify certain distributions as less

likely to be true even if they are consistent with the

experimental observations. For dihedral angle distributions

an experienced investigator would claim that any distri-

bution which assigns significant population to eclipsed

conformations appears unrealistic. The Shannon entropy

possesses a number of desired properties that make it an

attractive tool to rank the dihedral angle distributions as

more or less expected in a flexible peptide. The Shannon

entropy will be maximal, i.e., zero, for the a priori

expectation represented by the prior. It will be lower for all

other distributions and decreases further if the population is

assigned to unexpected dihedral angle combinations. The

use of the Shannon entropy is also attractive because it

results in a closed form expression which is very rapid to

evaluate numerically. Finally, Shannon entropy has the

property that it will give equivalent results if two inde-

pendent dihedral angle distributions are evaluated jointly or

separately. Thus, the approach does not introduce any non-

warranted correlation between independent entities.

The priors

The Shannon entropy is defined relative to a prior to avoid

the invariance problem. The prior should express the

investigators state of knowledge before considering the

experimental observations to be analyzed. Different

investigators may have different knowledge and assign

different priors. The suggested ME-approach is therefore

subjective. An infinitely insightful investigator would be

able to suggest the true distribution and use it as the prior.

Since the true distribution must be consistent with all the

experimental observations, the experimental data would

never exclude the true distribution. If the true distribution

was used as the prior, then, the true distribution would

show the highest Shannon entropy. The true distribution

would consequently be put forward as the ME-solution for

the infinitely insightful investigator. In classical ME-

approaches a flat prior is employed, which corresponds to a

situation of complete lack of insight before considering the

experiments. For the joint /,w-distribution in flexible

peptides such a flat prior is naı̈ve and ignorant since

background information exist. Further evidence that flat

priors are no good is that the posteriors evaluated from flat

priors are unrealistic and assigns more than 60% of the

population to sterically disallowed conformations. The

poor result when the background information is suppressed

highlight the importance of incorporating all pieces of

information, experimental observations as well as back-

ground information, into the analysis. In general, better
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priors that are closer to the true distributions will yield

better posteriors.

The SMT-model

In the current work, the priors are derived from the SMT-

model (Swindells et al. 1995). In this section, the strengths

and weaknesses of the SMT-model are discussed. The

random coil model that is used to describe the unstructured

polypeptides (SMT-model, (Swindell et al. 1995)), has two

intrinsic properties. First, it assumes that the residues that

are not within secondary structure elements in the protein

database are able to represent the random-coil state con-

formation. Second, it assumes that the secondary structure

of the amino acid residues is completely independent on its

neighbors.

Coil-library models similar to the current implementa-

tion of the SMT-model have previously been shown to

have predictive power for residue type specific average
3JHNHa

and for RDCs in unstructured peptides and dena-

tured proteins. For Motilin, the SMT-model has predictive

power for the J-coupling difference between sequential

neighbors. This can be rationalized as follows. The

intrinsic preferences for each residue as well as the envi-

ronment influence the dihedral angle distributions. If

sequential residues reside in similar environments, the

influence of the environment will approximately cancel.

Thus, the difference in intrinsic preference for sequential

neighbors may dominate the difference in the dihedral

angle distributions. Although the SMT-model has predic-

tive power, it does not provide quantitatively correct pre-

dicted J-couplings. The model needs improvement but the

predictive power shows that it is a good starting point.

There are clear trends along the motilin peptide se-

quence with stretches of residues behaving similarly. Such

trends are observed both in the J-couplings (Fig. 4) and in

the 15N-relaxation rates (supporting information). It is

obvious from Fig. 4 that the error in the prediction from the

SMT-model of the coupling constant for one residue is

similar to the error in the prediction for the succeeding

residue. Consequently, the observations from one residue

have predictive power for the observations from neigh-

boring residues. The predictive power means that the

neighbors are not independent as was stipulated in the

SMT-model. The observation that the J-couplings in

sequential neighbors are dependent shows that the con-

formational preferences of one residue influence the con-

formational preferences of the neighboring residues. The

observation that the conformation of sequential neighbors

are dependent is in agreement with a recent coil-library

(Jha et al. 2005b) analysis where it was found that also in

coil-regions in globular proteins the conformations of

sequential residues are correlated. However, there is a

problem when analyzing the influence from the confor-

mation of the neighbor in a coil-library. Since regular

secondary structures are excluded, the selection procedure

may introduce a bias against consecutive residues in sim-

ilar conformation. In addition to the influence from the

conformation of the neighbor observed in the current work

and in the coil-library analysis of Jha et al. there is a

documented influence on the conformational preferences

from the chemical nature of the neighboring residues (Jha

et al. 2005b). Those correlations indicate that it should be

possible to assign better priors by considering the chemical

nature of neighboring residues and J-couplings observed in

neighboring residues.

As the structural preferences of flexible peptides are

further explored it will in the future be possible to use more

insightful models to assign better priors. One example of

such more insightful models that may provide better priors

has recently been suggested by Jha et al. In that work, the

influence from the conformation and chemical identity of

the neighboring residues are characterized in a coil-library.

From the observed characteristics a model where those

effects are accounted for was suggested. The more

sophisticated model appear to explain the observed RDCs

in urea denatured myoglobin better that the SMT-model.

This more sophisticated model challenges the indepen-

dence of the residues in the traditional ‘‘random-coil’’

models.

Motilin

The N-terminal part of the motilin peptide is responsible

for receptor binding (Macielag et al. 1992; Peeters et al.

1992). In three different solvent mixtures, 30% hexa-flu-

oro-isopropanol (Kahn et al. 1990) (Edmondson et al.

1991) in the presence of sodium dodecyl sulfate micelles

(Jarvet et al. 1997) and isotropic bicelles (Andersson and

Mäler 2002, 2003), there are two similar turns in the

vicinity of the proline residue in position 3. The inverse

c-turn found at P3 in the three solvent mixtures is not

populated largely in water, according to the ME-analysis of

the J-couplings. There is no population of w-angles be-

tween 50� and 70�, as found in inverse c-turns for P3 in

Fig. 5. The only experimental observation related to this

angle, 3JHaNiþ1

, is –0.43 Hz. For w-angles between 50� and

70� couplings between –0.24 and –0.15 Hz are expected,

which can be excluded with the current precision. There is

an indication that the turn, resembling a b-turn type I,

which extends over residues P3 to T6, as found for motilin

in the presence of isotropic bicelles, may be also populated

to some extent in aqueous solution. This is evident since

the /,w-combinations found in the structure in bicelles for

residues I4 (/ = –55� ± 19�,w = –58�± 8�) and F5 (/ =

–122�± 6�,w = –30� ± 7�) are both populated to some ex-
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tent according to the ME-analysis of the J-couplings in

aqueous solution, cf. Fig. 5. The central a-helix, which is

not necessary for receptor interaction, observed in the three

solvent mixtures is significantly populated also in water.

Circular dichroism

The CD-spectrum of motilin is different from literature

CD-spectra for fully developed secondary structures. The

positions of the positive and negative bands display simi-

larity to the literature a-helical spectrum. The shape may

indicate the presence of helical structure, consistent with

the posteriors. The experimental CD-spectrum has low

intensity compared to literature CD-spectra for fully

developed secondary structures. (Shi et al. 2002) studied

the capped GGXGG pentapeptides by CD. Also the pen-

tapeptides display low CD-intensity compared to the ex-

pected CD in the literature ‘‘random-coil’’ (Reid 2000).

We speculate that the basis CD-spectra from globular

proteins and from fully developed secondary structures

may be less representative for flexible peptides.

From the posteriors presented in Fig. 5 one would ex-

pect that the CD-spectrum of motilin may resemble a linear

combination of the CD-spectra for left-handed 31-helix and

a-helix and random-coil. Indeed such a linear combination

fit the experimental CD-spectrum very closely. However,

the coefficients do not sum up to unity.

Segmental entropy

The segmental entropies evaluated from the J-couplings

employing the suggested ME-approach show similarity to

segmental entropies (i.e., entropy per residue) evaluated

here from relaxation data according to Yang and Kay

(1996). There is a trend with decreased segmental entropies

in the central nascent helix and increased segmental

entropies toward the ends. The similarity between the two

estimates of the segmental entropies is noteworthy, since

fundamentally different distribution functions are analyzed.

In the ME-analysis of J-couplings, the joint distributions of

/ and w are analyzed and distributions of orientations of

the NH-bond vector in some molecular frame are analyzed

in the relaxation based approach. A motional mode

may influence the two different distribution functions dif-

ferently and neither J-couplings nor NMR-relaxation is

expected to capture all modes. Experimental evidence ex-

ists which indicates that a joint analysis of relaxation rates

for carbonyl carbons together with 15N-relaxation may

capture modes which escape detection when 15N-relaxation

only is analyzed (Wang et al. 2003, 2005). In addition,

the J-couplings and 15N-relaxation data are sensitive to

conformational fluctuations occurring on different time-

scales. While fluctuations occurring on the pico to nano-

second time-scale govern 15N-relaxation, the time-scale

window is much wider for J-couplings which are sensitive

also to slower fluctuations down to 100 milli-seconds.

Thus, exact equivalence between DSp
J and DSrelax

p is not

expected.

Some of the assumptions underlying the relaxation-

based approach may be questioned. First, it is assumed that

generalized order-parameters are at all possible to estimate

from spin-relaxation data from flexible peptides. The esti-

mation of such order-parameters is known to be very

sensitive to whether models with two or three Lorenzian

components in the spectral density function are used

(Damberg et al. 2002). In motilin there are residues for

which the correlation times and order-parameters are

nearly confounded, which further stress the issue of the

validity of the dynamic model. From a theoretical point of

view, it is very difficult or impossible (Prompers and

Brüschweiler 2002), to define a molecular frame in which

the order-parameter is defined since a common overall

structure is missing in flexible peptides. It should also

noted that the partitioning into components from internal

motions and globular tumbling depends on the assumption

that the two processes are independent, which is not gen-

erally true for flexible peptides.

Second, the relation between entropy and the order-

parameters depends on non-warranted assumptions

regarding the shape of the orientational distribution func-

tion. To be able to link the order-parameter and the entropy

a simplistic parametric function for the orientational dis-

tribution function is suggested, for example square-well,

wobbling on the surface of a cone or wobbling in a cone

etc. (Yang and Kay 1996). Those models have only one

parameter which determines the spread in the distribution.

For each value of spread parameter it is possible to cal-

culate both the order-parameter and the entropy of the

distribution. Hence, there is a link between the order-

parameter and the segmental entropy via the spread

parameter. The problem is that the relation is different for

different models. For several models it was found that the

entropy vs. order-parameter graphs are very similar and

related by an offset (Yang and Kay 1996). However, the

comparison included mainly symmetric unimodal distri-

butions. For multimodal distributions a change in the order-

parameter would correspond to a smaller entropy change

compared to unimodal distributions. Thus the DSrelax
p val-

ues depend on the implicit assumption of unimodal orien-

tational distributions with the same parametric shape.

There is no evidence that the orientational distribution

functions behave that way.

In light of the potential problems with the 15N-relaxation

based approach, the segmental entropy analysis of J-cou-

plings has a great value as an additional independent

measure.
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In addition to the trend with lower segmental entropies

in the central part and increased segmental entropies to-

wards the termini, the ME-analysis of the J-couplings

indicate that glycine residues have higher segmental

entropies and the proline residue has decreased segmental

entropy. The increased entropy of the glycine residues can

be attributed to the increased conformational freedom due

to the absence of steric clashes with a side chain and the

decreased segmental entropy of the proline is attributed to

the decreased conformational freedom due to the covalent

ring structure of the side-chain. The pattern indicates that

both the position within the molecule and residue type has

an impact on the segmental entropy. Also in the DSrelax
p

data, the trend with decreased segmental entropies in the

central part and increased segmental entropies towards the

termini is observed. The increased segmental entropy for

G8 is not apparent, for G21 DSrelax
p is high, but that can

equally well be ascribed to the position close to the

C-terminus. For P3 no relaxation data were obtained, and

consequently no DSrelax
p value was obtained. In contrast to

the DSp
J-data, the residue type variations are not observed in

the DSp-data. This discrepancy is either or both due to a

lack of J-coupling constraint, in particular for G8, resulting

in an overestimation of DSp
J, and/or that rotation around

the dihedral angles also in adjacent residues govern the
15N-relaxation.

The observation that both for the J-couplings and for the

relaxation rates a measure from one residue has predictive

power for adjacent residues shows that the behavior of the

residues is not independent. Therefore, the partitioning of

the conformational entropy into contributions from differ-

ent segments is not rigorously valid. The assumed inde-

pendence, when in fact the segments are dependent, will

lead to an overestimation of the total conformational

entropy.

The difference in the segmental entropies between the

priors from the coil-library and the posteriors correspond to

a contribution to the free energy difference of 8 kJ mole–1

for the central nascent helix. The difference indicates that

the coil-library may overestimate the conformational en-

tropy of an unstructured peptide.

The agreement between the segmental entropies esti-

mated from both the J-couplings and the relaxation data

suggests that J-couplings and 15N-relaxation rates are

connected via a common factor, i.e., segmental entropy, in

flexible peptides. The similarity indicates that the motional

modes that contribute to 15N-relaxation are closely related

to the fluctuations in the most nearby dihedral angles. The

existence of a common factor indicates that by some, not

yet known, joint analysis of both J-couplings and relaxation

rates it may become possible to understand the dynamic

behavior of flexible peptides beyond modeling the poly-

peptide chain as a ‘‘random-coil’’ homo-polymer. In such

models an effective persistence length and an intrinsic

relaxation rate are the adjustable parameters, and devia-

tions from the simple model are accounted for by

introducing ad hoc terms for branching, disulfide bonds

and hydrophobic clusters etc (Klein-Seetharaman et al.

2002).

Conclusion

The suggested maximum entropy analysis of J-couplings

accounts for the ensemble character of a flexible poly-

peptide and incorporates the crucial background informa-

tion provided by the coil-library analysis. The results are

detailed and useful descriptions of the conformational

preferences for each residue in terms of to what extent

different combinations of / and w are populated. The

resulting distribution functions are consistent with the

observed J-couplings and explain the CD-spectrum of

motilin. The detailed and useful description allows for the

estimation of the contribution to the conformational

entropy from the conformational freedom in the backbone

of each residue. The motilin peptide adopts preferentially

extended conformations in the receptor binding N-terminal

part and form a nascent a-helix in equilibrium with a left-

handed 31-helix in the central part.
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Appendix

In this appendix the derivation of Eq. 4 is given. The goal

here is to find a closed form expression for the normalized

distribution function, q(/,w) which maximizes the Shan-

non entropy while being consistent with the observed

J-couplings. Thus, it is maximization under equality

constraints, which is solved by Lagrange’s method. The

constraint equations which q(/,w) must satisfy are:

Z
JHNHa

/ð Þ
Z

q /;wð Þdwd/� JHNHa

obs ¼ 0

Z
JHaNiþ1

wð Þ
Z

q /;wð Þd/dw� JHaNiþ1

obs ¼ 0

ZZ
q /;wð Þd/dw� 1 ¼ 0:

The objective function to be maximized is the Shannon

entropy
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S q /;wð Þð Þ ¼ �
ZZ

q /;wð Þ q /;wð Þ
P /;wð Þ d/dw:

With this objective function and the constraint equations

the Lagrangian, L, becomes:

L q /;wð Þð Þ¼S q /;wð Þð Þþk00 �
Z Z

q /;wð Þd/dw�1

� �

þk1 �
Z

JHNHa
/ð Þ
Z

q /;wð Þdwd/�JHNHa

obs

� �

þk2 �
Z

JHaNiþ1

wð Þ
Z

q /;wð Þd/dw�JHaNiþ1

obs

� �
:

Kuhn-Tuckers theorem stipulates that the derivative of the

Lagrangian with respect to the probability density at any

combination of / and w must be zero when the objective

function is maximized subject to the constraints. Thus, the

derivative of the Lagrangian is evaluated and set to zero.

@

@qð/;wÞðLðqð/;wÞÞÞ¼
@

@qð/;wÞðSðqð/;wÞÞÞ

þ @

@qð/;wÞ k00 �
Z Z

qð/;wÞd/dw�1

� �� �

þ @

@qð/;wÞ k1 �
Z

JHNHað/Þ
Z

qð/;wÞdwd/�JHNHa

obs

� �� �

þ @

@qð/;wÞ k2 �
Z

JHaNiþ1ðwÞ
Z

qð/;wÞd/dw�JHaNiþ1

obs

� �� �

¼�1�log
qð/;wÞ
Pð/;wÞþk00þk1 �JHNHað/Þ

þk2 �JHaNiþ1ðwÞ
¼0:

As the derivative of the Lagrangian is zero an equation

to solve for q(/,w) is arrived at. Solving for q(/,w) gives:

q /;wð Þ ¼ P /;wð Þ�

exp k00 � 1þ k1 � JHNHa
/ð Þ þ k2 � JHaNiþ1

wð Þ
� �

:

Substituting k0 = k0¢–1 gives

q /;wð Þ ¼ P /;wð Þ�

exp k0 þ k1 � JHNHa
/ð Þ þ k2 � JHaNiþ1

wð Þ
� �

:

This is exactly Eq. 4.
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